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The outcome of laser excitation of the van der Waals CdH, complex [which consistsof a
ground-state Cd ( ‘S) atom bound to an H, molecule] to its lowest-energysinglet state(s),
which connectswith Cd( ‘P) + H, , is examinedby calculating a& initio potential-energy
surfacesfor the aboveexcited singlet states,the correspondingunderlying triplet states
[connecting to Cd( 3P>+ H, 1, and the singlet ground state. It is necessaryto study such a
multitude of statesbecauseenergetically accessiblereaction products such as Cd( ‘P> + H,,
CdH(X ‘2 + ) + H, Cd + H + H, and HCdH (X ‘8: ) connect to various surfaces.In
carrying out thesecalculations, the lowest-energysurface of ‘A, symmetry was evaluatedat
nearly 1100C,, geometriesusing complete-active-spaceself-consistent-fieldwave functions
with a valencedouble-zetaand a double-zeta-plus-polarizationbasis set on cadmium and
hydrogen, respectively.The excited singlet and triplet surfacesthat correlate with ‘P, and 3PJ
levels of Cd plus ground-state H, were examined in detail along paths that flux preparedby
laser excitation of the singlet surface(s) is most likely to follow. Among the photoexcited
singlet states,the ‘B, surface is found to provide the most energetically attractive approach
path for the excited CdHl van der Waals complex to accessgeometriesfrom which HCdH,
Cd + H + H, and CdH + H can be formed via intersection and coupling with the lowest ‘A,
surface. The ‘B, surface is found to be weakly attractive, and the excited ‘A I surface to be
repulsive at geometriescharacteristic of the nascentphotoexcited species.The underlying
triplet surfacesare found to be repulsive (3AI ), weakly attractive ( 3B1), and slightly more
attractive (“B, ) at such geometries.The repulsive 3Ar surface intersects the ‘B, surface in the
latter’s entrance-channel“streambed”; the 3B1 state intersects the ‘B, surface closer to where
the ‘B, and lowest ‘A, cross. The 3AI and ‘B, surfacesalso intersect in the entrance streambed
of the latter. All such triplet-singlet crossingsprovide paths to Cd( 3P> + H, .

1. INTRODUCTION
A. van der Waals “half-collision”

experiments

The synthesis and excited-state chemistry of metalrare-gas and similar metal-molecule van der Waals complexes have been topics of both experimental1-‘2and theoretical’3-19studies for at least a decade.“Half-collision” experiments1-9in which a ground-statevan der Waals complex
is prepared and then promoted to an upper electronic state
via photon excitation have yielded much structural, energetic, and reactivity information on low-lying excited-statepotential-energysurfacesof severalsuch molecules.For example, pump-and-probe laser experiments5P8*9
have detected
the electronic quenching of excited singlet-stateCd-Q complexes (Q is a quenchingmoiety, such as Xe, H, , or CH,, ) to
produce triplet states that predissociate to yield ‘PJ Cd
atoms and ground-state Q species.
Of particular importance for interpreting the Cd + H,
experiments treated here are (i) the ground-state potential
surface for geometriesranging from the van der Waals complex to thosecharacterizing any and all product species,(ii)
the low-energy excited statesof the samespin multiplicity as
“ Present address: Phillips Laboratory, Astronautical
Edwards Air Force Base, CA 93523.
b’Corresponding
author.

Sciences Division,

the ground stateover this samerangeof geometries,and (iii)
the “close approach”or intersection of any underlying states
of different spin multiplicity with any of theseformer states.
For example, it is via such intersections that ‘P, Cd atoms
are thought to form in the aboveillustration.
6. Using H, as a quencher for Cd(‘P, )

Earlier “full-collision” experimentslO-”in which ‘P Cd
or “PJ Cd atoms are prepared and allowed to collide with
quencher gas atoms or molecules provide data that supplements that obtained in the half-collision pump-and-probe
experiments. When the hydrogen molecule is used as a potential quencher for ‘P, Cd atoms in full-collision experiments, in addition to observing electronically deactivated
3PJ Cd atoms (presumably generatedvia the intersection of
a repulsive triplet surface correlating with the “PJ Cd atom
+ H, and one of the nascently excited singlet surfaces), the
chemical reaction products CdH + H and Cd + H + H are
also detected.lo When Cd( 3P, ) collides with H, (or D, or
HD), CdH(X *8 + ) (or CdD) is observed.*I*‘* The rotational quantum state populations of the CdH (or CdD) are
bimodal, and have beenexplained in terms of a small activation barrier on the triplet surface.The mechanismsby which
all of the abovereaction products are formed are the central
focus of the work discussedhere.
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C. The physical nature of the ground and lowest triplet
and singlet-state surfaces of CdH, near the van der
Waals complex geometry
7. f7re ground-state

van der Waals complex geometry

The chemically reactive eventsin the laser-excitedhalfcollision experiments are thought to begin via excitation of
ground-state singlet CdH, at a geometry characteristic of
this weakly bound van der Waals complex. The complex is
undoubtedly quite “floppy” with regard to angular motion
of the H, moiety, but is thought to have an equilibrium
structure with an H-H distance r of ca. 0.76 A and a Cd-tocenter of H-H bond distance R of ca. 4 A. It is quite likely
that “bending” motion of the H, moiety permits this complex to accesslinear or nearly linear geometries,as well as
C,, or near C,, symmetries.
Therefore, we are required to explore the outcomes of
photoexcitation processesthat place the CdH, specieson
excited electronic statesat geometriesranging from linear to
C,,. As shown below, flux that beginsnear linear geometries
is lesslikely to progresstoward any of the reaction products
studied here becauseall excited singlet surfacesare repulsive
for near-lineargeometries.On the other hand, flux placed on
excited-state singlet surfaces near C,, geometries (with R
near 4 A and r near 0.76 A) is shown to experienceattractive
forces for the ‘B, and ‘B, states, which causesflux moving
initially on these states to dominate the formation of the
reaction products.
2. The lo west excited singlet states

The CdH, complex has three (‘A,, ‘B, , and ‘B, in C,,
geometry or ‘Z and ‘II for linear geometry) excited singlet
states that derive from ‘P, excited Cd interacting with a

surfaces

ground-state H, molecule. At the geometry of the groundstate van der Waals complex, these states lie ca. 125 kcal/
mol above the ground state (our reference point of energy
throughout this study). Thesesinglet states have more than
enough energy to produce Cd ( 3P) + H, (which lies at 88
kcal/mol) , HCdH (which lies at 24 kcal/mol),
or
Cd( ‘S) + H + H
(lying at 110 kcal/mol),
CdH(X ‘2 + ) + H (at 92 kcal/mol). They do not have
enoughenergy to generateexcited CdH(A *Il) + H (at 157
kcal/mol) or CdH (B *8 + ) + H (at 163 kcal/mol) . These
and other relevant energies are summarized in Table I; all
such energiesdo not contain any zero-point corrections.
Near the geometry of the ground-state van der Waals
complex, the three singlet statesare expectedto display quite
different behaviors as functions of R, the distance from the
Cd atom to the midpoint of the H-H bond. Our findings
indeed detect such differences,and show that the most energetically favorable approach for nascently excited CdH, is
along C,, symmetry (or nearly so), with the ‘B, surface
being the most attractive, and the ‘B, surface weakly attractive. Linear approachesor approach on the ‘A, surface at
near C,, symmetry are not favorable in the van der Waals
region.
3. The lowest excited triplet states

The CdH, complex has three ( 3,41,3B,, and 3B2 in C,,
geometry or 32 and 311for linear geometry) excited triplet
states that derive from “P, excited Cd interacting with a
ground-state H, molecule. At the geometry of the groundstate van der Waals complex, thesestateslie ca. 88 kcal/mol
above thegroundstate. The primary relevanceof thesetriplet
statesto the presentstudy is that they provide, by their inter-

TABLE I. Structures and relative energies of various states of CdH,, Cd + H,, HCdH, and CdH + H.”

Species

W'S) t H,
CdC3P) + H,
cd(‘P) + H,
W’S)
+H+H
CdH(X2L+)
+H
CdH(A *II) + H
CdH(BZZ) + H
HCdH(‘Z + )’
CdH, (‘B:)’
cm, (‘4 Y
Cd& (‘A, 1’
CdHH(‘I: + )s
aH, C34 jh

Geomet$
(A)
R = oo,r=0.16
R= oo,r=O.%
R = m,r=O.76
R= oo,r=ca
R Cd” = 1.83
R aH = 1.76
R CdH = 2.51
R = 0.0, r = 3.48
R = 1.69, r = 1.92
R = 1.70, r = 2.12
R = 1.69, r = 1.92
R = 2.56, r= 1.16
R = 1.84, r = 1.28

Calc. energy
(kcal/mol)b

Expt. energy
(kcal/mol )

0
78
126
96
85
148
151
24
106
86
99
106
92

0
88’
125’
1lOd
92d
157d
163d

*All energies in kcal/mol relative to Cd(‘S) + H,; no zero-point corrections are included.
b This work.
cReference 26.
d Reference 27.
‘The energies and geometries reported correspond to the local equilibrium geometries of these species on the electronic state specified.
‘This energy belongs to the ground ‘A, state at the geometry where the ‘B, state has its minimum. The 99 and 106 kcal/mol demonstrate that the ‘& state lies
above the ‘A, state at this geometry.
‘This point is a transition state on the colinear Cd(‘P) + HHJC~H(X%
+ ) + H surface.
‘This point is a transition state on the Cd( ‘P) + H, j CdH, (‘B, ) surface.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 96, No. 9‘1 May 1992
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section(s) with the laser-accessedsinglet states, the primary
route to Cd(3PJ ) + H, and one of two routes to
CdH(X%+)
+ H.
Near the geometry of the ground-state van der Waals
complex, the three triplet states are also expected to display
quite different behaviors as functions of R. Our findings detect such differences,and show that the most repulsive interaction arises from the 3-4’surface. The 3B’and 3J32surfaces
are weakly attractive at such geometries.
D. Why emphasis

is placed on C,, geometries

In attempting to address the fate of flux prepared via
photon absorption on the three singlet excited surfaces, we
can ignore flux that is prepared near linear geometries. At
such geometries all three singlet states (2 ‘Z + and ‘ll) are
either repulsive (2 ‘Z + ) or not nearly as attractive ( ‘lI) as
for C,, geometries (see Sec. III B) . Thus, flux prepared near
linear geometries will either (i) move outward to larger R
values (2 ‘I: + ) or (ii) “wait” ( ‘Il) until bending motion
causesthe complex to accessnear-C*” geometries at which
time it will encounter strongly attractive forces that move it
to smaller R.
For these reasons,the three singlet PESs (potential-energy surfaces) were examined by performing &-symmetry
calculations beginning near the ground-state van der Waals
complex geometry R = 4A and r = 0.76 A. For these PESs,
gradient information was employed to search for minima
and transition states as well as to find and follow
“streambeds” that connect such stationary points. The stabilities of C,, geometries to asymmetric distortions of b,
symmetry were tested at various points along the
streambeds.
In addition to mapping out the most energetically favorable directions for flux to flow on the singlet PESs (in particular, the ‘B, and ‘B, surfaces), cognizance was taken of the
locations of nearby triplet states as “streambeds” were followed on thesesinglet surfaces.Any intersections of the singlet-state surface being followed by underlying triplet surface(s) were noted; such intersections are of great
importance because they provide access to Cd(3P) + H,
products.
E. The role of the underlying

ground-state

‘A, surface

1. li9e ground-state
HCdH and Cd+ H+ H species lie on
the underlying ‘A, surface

As reaction flux begins to evolve on the ‘B, surface under the C,, geometries characteristic of the “insertion” path
described briefly above, strong forces arise that cause the
CdH, nuclei to move to smaller R values and to somewhat
larger H-H distances (r) while preserving C,, symmetry.
Eventually, the ‘B, surface approaches and intersects the
‘A, surface, whose energy rises along this path becauseof the
Woodward-Hoffmann “forbidden” nature of the groundstate Cd + H, insertion reaction.“~” Production ofgroundstate HCdH, which lies on the underlying ‘A’ PES, can thus
occur if flux can evolve onto this ‘A, surface from the ‘B,
surface. Possible mechanisms for such ‘B,-to-IA’ surface
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“hoppings” are therefore important topics that the present
work needs to address.
It turns out that the ‘B, surface does not approach the
‘A’ surface along a path that flux would follow if placed on
it, so ‘B, -‘A ’ PES “hoppings” do not provide an avenue to
HCdH formation.
2. Intersections
or nonadiabatic couplings between the
‘Bz and ‘A, surfaces can open the HCdH(X ‘LY+) and
Cdf S)+ H+ H channels

As flux evolves on the ‘B, surface along C,, symmetry,
geometries may be reached near which the ‘B, and ‘A, surfaces intersect. At such geometries, even slight asymmetric
distortions of the CdH, framework can cause flux to be
“funnelled” to the ‘A, surface. Such distortions reduce the
symmetry from C,, to C, under which the ‘A, and ‘B, surfaces both are of ‘A ’symmetry and hence can couple.
Once on the ‘A’ surface, the HCdH and Cd + H + H
products may be formed since the energy of the initially excited ‘B, state of CdH, makes both product channels accessible. Only the presence of a substantial activation barrier
along the paths to these products would alter this conclusion.
3. Intersections
and nonadiabatic
couplings
the ‘B, and ‘A, surfaces can also lead to
CdH(XTY+)+H

between

The above surface-intersection picture can also explain
how the asymmetric reaction products CdH + H can be
formed. If C,, symmetry were rigorously retained,
CdH + H could not be formed by flux that exists on either
surface ( ‘B, or ‘A, ) even if the surfacesintersect. However,
if distortions away from C,, geometries occur (as they must
becauseof the zero-point motion along the asymmetric b,
vibration of CdH, ), flux can evolve from one surface to the
other near their intersections. Once non-C,, symmetry is
reached, the path to CdH(‘B + ) + H (lying at 92 kcal/
mol) may be available. The CdH + H path is likely to be
followed unless strong restoring forces (i.e., large positive
curvature) exist along the b, mode direction. For this reason, in the present work the curvature along the 6, direction
has been monitored for the ‘B, and ‘A’ surfaces; in either
case,the appearanceof negative curvature provides a sign of
geometrical instability that may lead to CdH + H.
In addition to the possibility that the surfaces intersect
and thereby causeflux to move from the ‘B, to the ‘A, surface, there exists a mechanism that does not require surface
intersection. Nonadiabatic coupling, induced by vibrational
motion along the asymmetric b, vibration of CdH, , can also
couple the ‘B, and ‘A’ surfaces. Such couplings are
known2’ to occur most strongly when the two surfaces involved approach closely in energy, but surface intersection is
not necessary.To explore the role of this mechanism, it is
again important to locate geometries at which the two states
approach closely and to monitor the curvatures of the two
PESs along the b, direction.
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F. Asymmetric-mode
CdH(X%+)+H

instability

II. COMPUTATIONAL

is the key to forming

A. Configuration

Formation of the asymmetric reaction products
CdH + H requires that geometrical instability exist along
the asymmetric distortion mode somewherealong the path
taken by the reaction flux. Since the flux is assumedto begin
on the ‘B, surface, it is natural to first search for geometries
at which instability along the b, distortion mode appearson
this surface. If such geometriesdo not exist or are energetically unaccessible,the ‘A, surface should be searched for
such unstable geometriesbecauseflux can eventually move
to this surface from the ‘B, surface as discussedabove. If
such instability occurs while the flux is on the ‘A, surface,
this flux can move spontaneouslyaway from C,, symmetry
and thus toward CdH + H; if instability occurs while on the
‘B, surface, the flux can move toward CdH + H while on
this surface.
The strength of the factors that produce negative b,mode curvature on, for example, the ‘A, surfaceis governed
by matrix elementsof the form”
I(‘4 l~H~32gI’B,~12
E(‘A,)

-E(‘B,)

’

where JH/JQ,
representsthe derivative of the electronic
Hamiltonian with respect to distortion along the b, mode.
The closer the ‘B, state approachesthe underlying ‘A, state,
the larger is the magnitude of this ‘A, -state negative-curvature factor. Only at geometrieswhere the ‘B, state lies above
the ‘A, statewill negative6, curvature likely to occur on the
‘A, PES.
Alternatively, the ‘B, state may develop negative b,
curvature if the ‘B, state intersects and moves below the IA,
state. In this case,the same factor displayed above,but with
opposite sign, induces negative b,-mode curvature on the
‘B, state. In either event, one of the two states (the lowerenergyPES at any geometry) may possessinstability along
the asymmetric b, mode, and therefore provide an open
channel to production of CdH + H products. To explore
these possibilites, one must search for geometriesat which
the two electronic statesintersect or approach closely; clearly, this becameone of the primary tasks of the presentwork.

G. Formation of Cd(3P)+ H, involves
underlying triplet surfaces

intersections

surfaces

by

As flux moves inward to smaller R values either on the
(strongly attractive) ‘B, surface or on the (weakly attractive) ‘B, surface, repulsive triplet-state surfaces may approach and intersect the singlet surface from below. In this
event, flux can “hop” (albeit, with spin-orbit coupling required) to the triplet surface, and subsequently lead to
Cd(3PJ) + H, products. Such intersections have indeed
been found for both of the above singlet surfaces and are
characterized in Sec. III C.

METHODS

space

In order to obtain a qualitatively accurate description of
the global ‘A, potential-energysurface for CdH, , completeactive-spaceself-consistent-field (CASSCF) wave functions
were employed. The active spaceconsistedof the two 5selectrons of Cd and the two a* electrons of H, distributed in all
possible ways among the six valenceorbitals. In the asymptotic region correspondingto Cd + H, , theseorbitals are the
5s and 5p orbitals of Cd and the a* and cr E orbitals and H, .
For C,, geometriesin which the Cd and H, moieties interact, they are three a,, one b, , and two 6, orbitals. At linear
geometries,using the C,, symmetry limits of our computer
codes,theseare four a, (i.e., a), one b, (i.e., r), and one b,
(i.e., P) orbitals.
Preliminary calculations which included the outermost
occupied d orbitals of Cd in the active space showed that
they were of minor importance in describing the addition of
H, to Cd on the ‘A, PES. For example, the natural orbital
occupation numbers of the d orbitals were consistently
greater than 1.99electrons; hence,they were excluded from
the active spacein the large number of calculations neededto
describe the PES studied here.
This choice of active spaceyields 37 and 28 configuration state functions (CSFs) of ‘A, and ‘B, symmetry, respectively, and is sufficiently flexible to describe the asymptotic Cd + H, , Cd + H + H, and linear H-Cd-H regions of
the potential-energy surface, the Cd( ‘5’) + H, and
Cd( ‘P) + H, linear species, as well as all intermediate
points. While a more extensive treatment of correlation as
well as consideration of spin-orbit coupling would be required to obtain quantitative accuracy in the surface, the
presentCASSCF treatment is sufficient for qualitative interpretations of the PES.
B. Atomic-orbital

basis sets

The basis set used for cadmium consists of the HayWadt effective core potential and the associated valence
double-zeta basis set.21In order to obtain a more accurate
IS-+ ‘P excitation energyfor Cd, a set of diffuses andp functions were added to the valence basis set, with exponentsof
0.021 76 and 0.0 162,respectively. The basis set for hydrogen
was constructed by adding a set ofp-type polarization functions (with an exponentof 1.1) to the Pople -2 1 G hydrogen
basis.”
All calculations were performed using GAMES (Ref.
23) or the MESSKIT (Ref. 24) suite of computer programs.
The ‘A, PES was constructed by calculating a grid of approximately 1100single-point energies,which were then fit
using a two-dimensional cubic spline interpolation.
C. Geometrical

curvature

calculations

As explained in the Introduction, it is anticipated that
some regions of the ground ‘A, or excited ‘B, PES will be
energetically unstable with respect to distortions of 6, symmetry (i.e., the asymmetric Cd-H stretch). In order to determine the regions of the surface in which this occurs, the
matrix of energy second derivatives (Le., the Hessian ma-
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trix) was computed at selected points. Neither GAMESS nor
our MESSKIT program can carry out such a second-derivative calculation analytically with the pseudopotentials employed for Cd, so finite-difference methods were used to
compute the second energy derivative from the analytically
calculated tlrst derivatives. This was followed by application
of the projection schemeof Miller, Handy, and Adam? (to
project out the nonzero gradient vector) and diagonalization to determine if the b, mode has an imaginary frequency.
D. Geometries

to explore

Points of the ‘B, PES were computed (1) near the
ground-state van der Waals complex geometry that characterizes the nascent photoexcited speciesof the half-collision
experiments, (2) along a “streambed” path connecting this
initially excited ‘B, specieswith the 20 kcal/mol deep minimum on this same ‘B, surface (this path is detailed later),
( 3 ) in regions where the ground ‘A, surface displayed negative curvature along the asymmetric stretching mode of b,
symmetry (such regions signal the close approach of the ‘B2
PES), (4) in regions where the ‘B, and ‘A, PESs intersect,
and (5) along the above ‘B, state’s streambed where intersections with ‘AA,and 3B, PESs were detected.
Points on the ground ‘A, surface were evaluated at a
large number of R and r values to achieve a more global
picture. Moreover, efforts were made to find and characterize geometries at which 6, -mode instability is present on the
‘A ’ surface as well as geometries where the ‘B, surface intersects this ‘A 1 surface.
The ‘B, PES was examined ( 1) near the ground-state
van der Waals complex geometry that characterizes the nascent photoexcited speciesof the half-collision experiments,
(2) along its own streambed path in which R is varied from
ca. 4 8, inward to 1.6 A with r “optimized” to produce the
minimum ‘B, energy for each such R value [this path describes qualitatively how flux would most probably evolve if
placed on the (weakly attractive) ‘B, surface], and (3)
along this same ‘B’ path, focusing on where an intersection
with the ‘A, state is detected in the entrance valley.
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what smaller than the experimental D, value of 109.5 kcal/
mol,” again by an amount that is not entirely satisfactory.
The calculated vibrational frequencies ( ‘14Cd ‘H) for the
X 28 + , A 211,and B 28 + states of CdH 1278,1428, and 895
cm-‘, respectively, qualitatively reproduce the experimental values2’1337, 1700, and 1000 cm - ‘. A prior theoretical
relativistic computatior? of the geometry of the linear HCd-H molecule gave a Cd-H bond length of 1.733A, which
is in very good agreement with our calculated value of 1.741
A. All of the relevant energies obtained for stable species
Cd(‘S, lV3P) -t-H,, HCdH(%,+), CdH,(‘A,, ‘B2, 3B2),
H+Cd+H,andCdH(X22+,B2X+,andA2H)
-l-Hare
summarized in Table I,
B. Long-range interaction
der Waals region

energies

relevant to the van

To estimate the large-R (i.e., van der Waals region) interaction energiesof the various states that arise from ‘P Cd
or 3P Cd interacting with H,, we performed the following
calculations:
(i) We used the samesix-orbital CASSCF procedure used to
map out all of the potential surface features reported here to
compute the energiesof ground ‘A’ , and excited lr3A,, lp3B’,
and lV3B2 CdH, all for r = 0.76 h; (the equilibrium bond
length of H, ) and R = 50 A (i.e., essentially infinitely far
away). These energiesare reported in Table II.
(ii) In each such calculation, we allowed the six valence
orbitals to be optimized to produce the lowest total energy
for the state under study. The physical natures of these valence orbitals are also given in Table II.
(iii) We then calculated the energiesof thesesame ‘A, , ‘v3A,,
“3B1, and ls3B2 states at R = 4.4 A, r = 0.76 A, the presumed geometry of the ground-state van der Waals complex.
(iv) At the van der Waals geometry, we also employed the
Boys and Bernardi counterpoise method to calculate the
basis-set superposition errors (BSSE) for each of the seven
states. These errors ranged from 0.13 to 0.19 kcal/mol.

TABLE II. Relative energies of CdH, species used to evaluate long-range
interaction energies.”

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Calibration

of calculated

results

A feel for the accuracy with which the basis sets and ab
initio methods used here reproduce experimental energies
was obtained by calculating the ‘S+ ls3P atomic excitation
energiesof cadmium and the bond dissociation energy D, of
the hydrogen molecule. In addition, ab initio calculations
were performed for the X*X +, A 211,and B 22 + states of
CdH. For the excitation energies, the calculated values of
125.9 and 78.4 kcal/mol can be compared with the experimental values of 124.9 and 87.6 kcal/mol.26 Because the
relative positions of singlet and triplet surfaces that derive
from the lV3P levels of Cd are of utmost importance, we later
must consider the effects of “shifting” our calculated tripletstate surfaces upward by 87.6 - 78.4 = 9 kcal/mol to
achieve better representations of these relative energies.
The calculated H, well depth of 96.0 kcal/mol is some-

Species
CdH, (1 ‘A, )
CdH, (2 ‘A, )
CdHz ( ‘4 )

Nature of six
valence orbitals

Calc. energy
(kcal/mol)b

5~,5P,~~,O”
5&5Py,5P,,
fl,P”,V,
5&5P,,l~g,

0
123
121

h20,,20”

Cd& ( ‘4 1

5&5Py,l~*,

119

1~uJa,,57x

CdH,C3A?4,
)

5s,5P,,l~g,

75

la”m”,?r,

(3% (‘B, )

5S,5P,,lUg,

73

lU”,2U&U”

Cd& (‘4)

5&5P,,lff,,

71

lo”,fu*,~x
“All energies in kcaVmo1 relative to Cd( ‘S) + H,.
b As calculated in this work.
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(v) By subtracting from our BSSE-corrected energies at
R = 4.4 A, r = 0.76 A our R = 50 A, r = 0.76 A energies,

we obtain an estimate of the interaction energiesfor the seven electronic states.
These results are given in Table III and are summarized
qualitatively in Fig. 1 (a). In Table III, we also show the
interaction energiesthat would obtain if one were to include
only the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions between H,
and the various statesof Cd. Thesedata show clearly that the
‘v3A1states’interaction energiesare not entirely quadrupolequadrupole at these geometries (repulsions due to orbital
overlaps are present), but the ‘*3B,,, have strong or even
dominant quadrupole-quadrupole components here.
Our CASSCF wave function contains no configurations
capableof describing dispersion interactions among H, and
the various states of Cd. Our wave functions are capableof
describing the dominant (becauseit varies as R - ‘) longrangeelectrostatic interaction deriving from the quadrupole
moment of H, interacting with the quadrupole moments of
the various states of Cd. For these reasons,our interaction
energiescan be consideredas reasonableat large R, but subject to increased attractions amounting to <2 kcal/mol
(due to dispersion) as R decreases,with the largest such
corrections thus arising at small R.
The data of Table III show the following in the van der
Waals region: (i) the excited lP3A’surfaces are repulsive (by
amounts that are not likely to be reversedwhen dispersion is
included), (ii) the lp3B2surfaces are more attractive than the
ls3B’surfaces, and (iii) the singlet surfacesare more attractive than their corresponding triplet surfaces (due to the
larger quadrupole moments of ‘P Cd). In Fig. 1 (a), the
behavior of these states in the van der Waals region is denoted by the R > 3 A region.
In the same fashion, we determined the CASSCF interaction energiesfor the 2 ‘I: + and ‘II colinear states in the
van der Waals region (r = 0.76 A and R = 4.4 A). We
found that the 2 ‘I: + surface is strongly repulsive (3.19 kcal/
mol) despite its attractive quadrupole-quadrupole interaction ( - 0.65 kcal/mol). As in the caseof the ‘r3A’states,the
repulsive overlap effects dominate in the region where the
photoexcitation places the CdH, specieson the 2 ‘B + surface.
The interaction energy for ‘II state is also found to be
repulsive (0.13 kcal/mol) as is the quadrupole-quadrupole

TABLE III. CAS-SCF interaction energies‘ AE.
State

1 ‘A,

2’A,

AEb
AE’

0.11
0.0

3.45
0.31

‘B,

‘B,

‘A,

‘B,

‘4

-0.17
- 0.08

- 0.38
- 0.24

1.06
0.14

-0.03
-0.04

-Il.11
-0.11

‘In kcal/mol determined at R = 4.4 A, r = 0.76 .& in C’,, geometry.
bFrom our nb inifio quantum calculations.
‘Pure quadrupol+quadrupole
interaction for Cd(‘.‘P) + H, computed as
Y(O,OHI/R
‘), where Y = 9/4 for B, symmetry, Y = 3/4 for B, symmetry, and Y = - 3 for A, symmetry. The computed quadrupole moments are O,(‘p)
= - 7.8 au., O,(‘P)
= - 18.0 a.u., and
OH2 = 0.38 a.u.
J. Chem.

‘Bl
‘B2

xirJ-&J-::.’
(a)

CdH (8%) + H +163

,

CdH (A%) + H-157

Cd (‘P) + Hz
125J

Cd(k)

+2H-,fr~

CdH (X*x)+ H-92

c
2 1!3-Cd

(3P) + H,

HCdH (!G+) -24
(b)

0 +-cd

(‘S) + H,

FIG. 1. (a) Qualitative energy-level diagram showing the behavior of the
excited singlet and triplet states for large R values; R > 3 A characterizes the
near-asymptotic region, and R < 2.5 A is where chemical valence interactions become important (see Figs. 2 and 3). (b) Qualitative energy-level
diagram showing primary surface intersections (marked by 0) that lead to
various reaction products. All energies are in kcal/mol and are relative to
the ground state of Cd( ‘S) + Hz. The intersections IabeIed a and b may
produce “PJ Cd via intersections of the ‘B, (at R = 2.0 A, r = 0.9 A) and
‘B, (at R = 2.25 A, r = 0.79 A) surfaces by the ‘AA, surface; clabels the ‘B2
and ‘A, intersection that leads to formation of ‘S Cd + 2H via path d, and
to CdH(X *Z + ) + H via the b, -mode instability path e; f labels the intersection of the ‘B, and ‘A, surfaces by the ‘B, surface (near R = 1.85 A,
r = 1.02 A) in the chemically reactive region.

interaction energy (by 0.32 kcal/mol). As with the ‘B’,,
states, the remaining components of the ‘II state’s interaction energy stabilize the complex.
In view of the repulsive interactions for the colinear
complexes, the remainder of our study was focused on the
attractive C,, ‘B’ and ‘B, surfaces.
_..
_._
C. The surfaces at geometries
forces are strong

where chemical valence

In Fig. 1 (b) we describe the qualitative features of the
ground and lowest excited singlet and triplets PESs in the
van der Waals region and the chemical-interaction region
(which then connect to product channels). This presentation is not meant to provide a highly accurate representation
of thesethree-dimensionalPESs, but to help the reader view
the relative energiesand geometriesof the various asymptotic states and most important surface intersections.
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IA1

1. The lo west ‘A , po ten Hal-energy surface

(a) Global C,, picture at I IOOgeometries. The calculated lowest-energy iA, potential-energy surface of CdH, is
depicted in Fig. 2 as a function of R, the distance betweenthe
H, midpoint and the cadmium atom, and r, the H-H distance. A contour version of this same surface is given in Fig.
3. There are three asymptotic regions of interest in Figs. 2
and 3: the van der Waals minimum of the cadmium atom
and H, molecule (R = 4.4 A, r = 0.76 A), the three separated cadmium and hydrogen atoms (R = 4.4 A, r = 3.5 b;),
and the linear H-Cd-H molecule (R = 0.0 A, r = 3.5 A).
The total electronic energies (i.e., not including zero-point
corrections) for these geometriesare included in the data of
Table I.
(b) HCdHformation is endothermic. Comparison of the
energiesof Cd + H, and H-Cd-H shows that formation of
H-Cd-H (which was proven to be a local minimum by demonstrating that the Hessian matrix is positive definite) is
endothermic by 24.4 kcal/mol. This is in contrast to the isovalent systems Be + H, and B + + H, , where formation of
the corresponding linear triatomic molecules is predicted
(also at the CASSCF level of theory) to be exothermic by 23
(Ref. 18) and 47 (Ref. 17) kcal/mol, respectively. The harmonic vibrational frequenciesof H ’14CdHwere found to be
540 (bending), 1620 (asymmetric stretch), and 1640 (symmetric stretch) cm- ‘.

IA?

surfaces

054

1.54
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CdH2
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3.54

4.00
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1 .oo

0 00
0.

4

0.00

FIG. 3. Contour plot of the same surface shown in Fig. 2. r is the horizontal
axisand R is theverticalaxis (bothinb;). Thespacingbetweencontoursis
5
mhartrees .(~a. 3 kcal/mol). The points marked by asterisks denote geometries in a streambed on the ‘B, surface and the point labeled “‘B2 Min”
indicates the geometry of the minimum on this surface. The geometries that
characterize the streambed on the ‘B, surface (not shown here) closely
parallel the asterisks.

Cd-P

(c) There is no well-de$ned saddle leading from
CdfH,
to HCdH. Essential features of the CdH, ‘A, PES

is

shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are the two channels (one leading to
linear H-Cd-H and the other to a cadmium atom and an H,
molecule) which are divided by a ridge. Of particular interest is the lack of a stationary point along this ridge (apart
from the asymptotic region correspondingto Cd + H + H).
This, too, is in contrast to the BeH, and B + H, systems,
where a stationary point with an imaginary-frequency vibrational mode of a, symmetry connecting the two channels is
observed.The lack of such a stationary point for CdH, implies that there is no saddle point for the direct insertion of
Cd into the H, molecule, on the ‘A, surface. Rather, the
most energetically favorable means of insertion on this surface within this C,, symmetry is by initial dissociation of the
H, molecule, followed by concerted addition of the two hydrogen atoms to cadmium.
2. The ‘6, surface

FIG. 2. The ground-state ‘A, potential-energy surface. R denotes the distance between the Cd atom and the H, midpoint and r denotes the H-H
distance. The point labeled “‘B2 Min” indicates the geometry of the minimum on the ‘B, surface.

Calculations on the weakly attractive (see Table III)
‘B, state for C,, geometrieshave beencarried out as a function of R, with the H-H distance r optimized for eachsuch R
value, to generatea “streambed” path. The energiesof this
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‘B, state along such a path, as well as the variations of R and
r, are describedin Table IV.
The geometries lying in this streambed closely parallel
those of the ‘B, surface streambed from R = 4 A in to
R = 2.1 A (compare the asterisks of Fig. 3 with the R, r
valuesof Table IV) although the energy variation of the ‘B,
stateis much stronger than that of the ‘B, state.Past R = 2.2
A, the twopaths differ markedly; the IB, surface curves into
the “chemically reactive” region where it intersects and couples strongly to the lowest ‘A, state to produce CdH + H,
HCdH, and Cd + 2H. In contrast, the ‘B, path remains
“straight” (i.e., with r varying little from r = 0.76 A) and
rather ‘fflat” until R <2.4A, at which time it becomesquite
repulsive; flux on this surface does not enter the chemically
reactive region for the total energiesappropriate here ( 125
kcal/mol) .
In addition to characterizing the streambedon this ‘B,
surface, we found that, along this path, the repulsive 3A1
PES intersects it near R = 2.0 A, r=0.80 A”, at which these
surfaceslie ca. 10 kcal/mol above the Cd( ‘P) + H, asymptote. See Fig. 4 where the ‘B, surface and the underlying
triplet surfaces are depicted along such a path. The (lessrepulsive) 3B, surface lies ca. 38 kcal/mol lower at the
‘B, -3A1 crossing geometry. Addition of dispersion interaction terms to the ‘B, energy could move this intersection
point to somewhat longer R values, thereby also moving its
energybelow the 10 kcal/mol value. Moreover, if we “shift”
the entire 3A1 curve upward to force the asymptotic ‘P-3P
splitting to be 126 - 88 = 38 kcaUmo1 rather than the calculated (seeTable II 121 - 75 = 46 kcal/mol), the crossing
point moves outward to only ca. 2.2 A, at an energy that is
still abovethe ‘B, asymptote.
In summary, it seemslikely that the 3Al-1B1 intersection will occur for R > 2.2 A and at energiessomewhatabove
the ‘B, state’sasymptote. If any flux were to reach this crossing point, it could “hop” to the repulsive triplet surface and
dissociate to produce Cd ( 3PJ ) + Hz.
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crossings along the streambed of the ‘B, state.

kcal/moi deep, narrow valiey streambedwhose locus is depicted by the asterisks in Fig. 3. This path leads to the minimum (denoted lB2 min in Figs. 2 and 3) on this ‘B2 surface
at R = 1.69A and r = 1.92A and at an energy of 106 kcal/
mol.
Along the path leading from the van der Waals geometry to the minimum, the ‘B, PES is intersected by the repulsive 3Al surface near R = 2.25 AT r=O. 79 A” (see Fig. 5),
where the ‘B, state’s energy is ca. 3 kcal/mol below its
asymptotic value (i.e., the “deep” chemically reacitve basin
has not yet been entered). At this crossing point, flux can
move onto the 3A1 surface and dissociate to produce 3PJ Cd
atoms. At such geometries,the less-repulsive3Bl surface lies
ca. 38 kcal/mol lower in energy.
Flux that progresseson the ‘B2 surface toward smaller
R values experiencesa different fate. It moves on to approach the minimum on the ‘B, surface,at which the lowest

3. The ‘B, surface

Flux created on the ‘B, excited state via photon excitation near the geometry of the ground-state van der Waals
complex experiencesstrong forces that “drive” it along a 20

II
+

singlet 82
triplet Al

w

triplet Bl

0

triplet 82

TABLE IV. Interaction energies on the ‘B, surface.”
rb
(A)
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.2
3.6
4.0

0.7833
0.7655
0.7611
0.7579
0.7538
0.7545
0.7538

E (kcal/mol)

40
10
2
1
0
0
0

‘Relative to the Cd + H, asymptote reported in Table II.
‘For each R value, the distance r was varied to minimize the energy on this
‘B, surface.

60 :
I.5

I
2.5

R

[Al

1
3.5

1
4.5

-- FIG.>. Singlet-triplet crossings along the streambed of the ‘B, state. The
‘A, points have been connected by a curve to more easily follow the rapid
change of energy that results from the “avoided crossing” discussed in the
text.
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‘IQI surface is slightly (7 kcal/mol) lower in energy.At nearby geometries (e.g., where R = 1.69A and r = 1.54A), the
‘B, surface lies 3.5 kcaUmo1 below the ‘A’ surface. Therefore, a ‘A,-‘B, surface intersection seam lies in this neighborhood of the ridge separating the Cd* * *H, and HCdH
channels in Fig. 2, beginning near R = 1.7 A, r = 1.6 A and
extending to smaller R and smaller r values. Flux encountering such intersection points can do either one of the following.
(i) Remain on the ‘B, PES which, after passing below the
‘A, surface, developsb, -mode instability as a result of coupling to the higher-energy ‘A’ state as discussedin Sec. I F,
thereby generating CdH(X ‘Z + ) + H.
(ii) “Hop” to the ‘A’ PES as the intersection is traversed,
and subsequently move on to produce vibrationally “hot”
HCdH, which can then decompose to Cd + H + H.
We also find that, in the neighborhood of the close approach and intersection of the ‘A, and ‘B, surfaces,the 3B,
surface intersects near R = 1.85 A, r = 1.02A (see Fig. 5 ) ;
these intersections provide one more path to forming
Cd( 3PJ ) + H, , for flux that enters this region and hops to
the 3B, surface.
4. Treatment of ‘A,-‘B, nonadiabatic
produce b,-mode instability

coupling

to
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surfaces

important to verify the negative b,-mode curvature for situations in which this gap is overestimated and underestimated.
5. The “S, and 3X+ surfaces andrelation
experiments

to fukollision

We found the 3B2 and 3X + surfacesto display behavior
that may be useful in interpreting earlier “full-collision” experiments11~12
in which 3P, Cd atoms were allowed to collide with H, molecules and CdH(X22 + ) + H products
were detected.
In particular, the 3B2 surface, which was not discussed
in earlier sections since its PES does not intersect the ‘B, or
‘B, surfaces in regions where flux in the half-collision experiments is likely to flow, has beenfound to (i) be attractive
in the van der Waals region as noted earlier, and (ii) to have
a minimum at R = 1.70 A, r = 2.12 A whose energy lies 8
kcal/mol above our computed Cd( 3P) + H, asymptote.
Thesetwo facts imply that there must be a minimum on
the 3B2 potential surface at long range (probably in the van
der Waals region), separatedby a transition state that connects to the minimum at R = 1.70A, r = 2.12 A. We found
such a transition state to occur at R = 1.84& r = 1.288, and
to have an energy of 92 kcal/mol. The transition state is
visible in Fig. 5 (becausethe streambedpaths on the ‘B, and
3B2 surfacesare quite similar for R > ca. 1.8 A).
It should also be noticed in Fig. 5 that the energy of the
3A, state falls drastically near R = 1.8 b, as the result of an
avoided crossing between the laf2a, 3a, and lb: la’2a,
configurations. We speculate that the second-order JahnTeller coupling discussedin Sec. I F, and now applied to the
3A1 and 3B2 states,causesnegativeb, -mode curvature on the
(lower-lying) 3B2 surface and opensthe CdH(X 22 + ) + H
channel for R < 1.7 A with a 3B2-state energy between8 and
14 kcal/mol above the Cd( 3P) + H, asymptote.
Another possibility to produce CdH(X22 + > + H in
the “full-collision” experiments comesthrough the 38 + surface. Even though the colinear paths are less probable than
the C,, paths, we consideredthis option in view of the activation barrier detectedon “B2 surface in C,, geometry. On the
38 + surface we also found a transition state which lies at 102
kcal/mol [i.e., even higher than the 3B2 transition state (see
Table I)].
In conclusion, we expect an activation barrier for the
Cd( ‘P) + H, j CdH(X 22 + ) + H reaction. Earlier fullcollision data indeed demonstratethat this reaction, which is
essentially thermoneutral, proceeds with a nonzero activation.11*12

Clearly, in the neighborhood of the close approach and
intersections of the ‘B, and ‘A’ surfacesdiscussedabove, it
is essentialto verify the b, -mode instability (or lack thereof)
of eachof thesesurfaces.To examine the b, -mode stability of
the ‘B, state at its own minimum, we proceededas follows:
(i) Becausethe GAMFSS program cannot compute analytical
second energy derivatives, we introduced a small (0.005 29
%L)asymmetric distortion of the two Cd-H bond lengths.
(ii) After which the CASSCF energy of the lowest-energy
singlet state (the ‘A, state lies ca. 7 kcal/mol lower here)
was evaluated.
(iii) First, a CASSCF calculation on the lower-lying ‘A,
state was performed, and the negative curvature on this ‘A’
surface was verified via the small b, -mode distortion noted
above.
(iv) Second,a state-averagedCASSCF process,in which the
‘A I and ‘B, states are equally weighted in the energy functional being optimized, was performed and the energy of the
resulting ‘A, state was examined under the small b,-mode
distortion to again verify its negative curvature.
The results of both such calculations were the same: the
‘A’ state is unstable with respect to b,-mode motions at the
geometry where the ‘B, state has its minimum but lies above
the ‘A, state. Likewise, the ‘B, state will be b, -mode unstable when it has intersected and now lies below the ‘A, state.
We thought it prudent to carry out both sets of CASSCF
calculations becausethe former, which optimizes orbitals
and configuration mixing coefficients for the ‘A’ state, differentially stabilizes the ‘A’ state relative to the ‘B, state. On
the other hand, the state-averaged CASSCF calculation
probably underestimates the energy gap between the two
states. Becausethe strength of coupling, as given by the for-

This paper has attempted to provide a more detailed
understandingof the reaction dynamics of ‘P cadmium with
the ground-state hydrogen molecule. At the energy of ‘P
[ca. 125 kcal/mol above ground-state
Cd+&
Cd( ‘S) + H, reactants], it is possibleto accessproducts via
the ground-state ‘A, surface (i.e., HCdH( ‘2: ) at 24 kcal/

mula in Sec.I F, dependsstrongly on this energygap,it was

mol and Cd(‘S) + H + H at 110 kcal/mol) or products

IV. CONCLUSIONS

AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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that require b, -mode instability to occur somewherealong
the path from ‘P Cd + H, (i.e., CdH(‘Z + ) + H at 92
kcal/mol ) . Of course, quenching to produce Cd ( 3PJ > + H,
at 88 kcal/mol is also energetically possible. Formation of
CdH(A ‘II) + H or CdH(B 28) + H is not energetically
possible.
To explain the formation of CdH (X 28 + ) + H, we propose the following. (i) Flux starts on the excited ‘B, electronic state and (ii) moves under strongly attractive forces
to a region where the ‘B, surface penetratesthe lowest ‘A,
surface (seeFigs. 2 and 3 for an example of such a region),
(iii) where asymmetric (b,-mode) instability on this ‘B2
surface is induced by the presenceof the nearby but higherlying *A’ surface, (iv) as a result of which distortion along
this 6, mode and hence dissociation to CdH(‘X + ) + H
products occurs from the ‘B, surface.
It is also possiblethat flux “hops” to the ‘A, surface,and
evolveson this surface to geometrieswhere this ‘A’ surface
lies just below the ‘B, PES, at which point b, -mode instability will occur on the ‘A’ surface, thereby allowing
CdH( 22 + ) + H products to be formed from this ‘A, surface.
To explain the formation of Cd + H + H, we propose
the following. (i) Flux starts on the excited ‘B, electronic
state and again moves to a region where the ‘B, and ‘A’
surfacesapproach one another, (ii) at which time the flux
can “hop” to the underlying ‘A, state, either through an
intersection of the two surfacesor via nonadiabatic coupling
mediated by an asymmetric vibration, (iii) after which the
flux moves “downhill” directly into the HCdH potential
well (with ca 125 - 24 = 101 kcal/mol of internal vibrational energy) on this ‘A’ surface, (iv) from which it has
enough energy to escapeand produce Cd( ‘5‘) + H + H.
To explain the formation of Cd(3PJ) + H, (X12,+),
we find that both the ‘B’ and ‘B, surfacesmay be involved.
In thesecases,we propose the following.
(i) Flux prepared on the ‘B’ or ‘B, surface is moved by
attractive forces (weak in the former case,and strong in the
latter) from R = 4 A inward (toward R = 2.0-2.2 A,
r = 0.77 A for the ‘B, surface and to R = 2.25 A, r = 0.79 A
for the ‘B, surface) to where the repulsive 3A’ PES crosses
from below.
(ii) The crossing point (R = 2.0-2.2 A, r = 0.8 A) for the
‘B, surface may lie above the Cd( ‘P) + H, asymptote (it is
dillicult for us to determine this precisely due to the restricted treatment of the electron correlation and neglect of spinorbit coupling), so this point may not easily be accessed
(without tunneling) by flux on the ‘B, PES.
(iii) However, the 3A,-‘B2 crossing (R = 2.25 AL, r = 0.79
A with an energy ca. 3 kcal/mol below the Cd( ‘P) + H,
asymptote) is accessible,and flux can hop onto the 3A, surface and dissociate to yield Cd ( 3PJ) + H, .
(iv) Flux that remains on the ‘B, surface past this intersection with the 3A’ PES has another chance to produce
Cd(3PJ) + H, becausethe ‘B, surface is intersected by the

SUrfaCeS

3B, PES in the chemically reactive region (near R = 1.85A,
r = 1.02 A) where close approach of the ‘A’ and ‘B, PESs
occurs.
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